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- AlmaLinux Build System: What You Need to Know [2]

The AlmaLinux Build System will let users build software for the AlmaLinux distribution. Full access of ALBS is slated for July.

- Utkarsh Gandhi: First Update! [3]

It's been almost 2 weeks into the GSoC coding period, and the project has picked up the pace!

[...]

The current implementation of the New Documents submenu is a GtkPopoverMenu. It uses the GMenuModel, which is added as submenus in the right-click popover menu. What we plan to do is to expose all the templates in a single-view, tree-like structure! So how are we supposed to do this? Well, the answer is GtkListView as a custom child widget in the popover menu model. And for aGtkListView, we need a GListModel or more specifically GtkTreeListModel as well as a factory to create list items.

- Godot Engine - Godot community poll 2022 [4]

It's this time of the year! Godot Community Poll 2022 is now out for everyone to take part. Let us know what your relationship with Godot is in this brief list of questions!

The poll is completely anonymous, and you can see the results after filling it. It will remain open for a week. Completing the poll should take less than 5 minutes.
There are a few small, and sometimes already quite old, features in Qt that, when combined, can be a very nice way to deal with assets in your QML application?especially if some of them live on the file system, some in a resource, and some may need localization or translation. Let's dive in!